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Abstract
Stata users often need to link records from two or more data files, or find
duplicates within data files. Probabilistic linking methods are often used
when the file(s) do not have reliable or unique identifiers, causing
deterministic linking methods—such as Stata's merge or duplicates
command—to fail. For example, one might need to link files that include
only inconsistently spelled names, dates of birth with typos or missing data,
and addresses that change over time. Probabilistic linkage methods score
each potential pair of records on the probability the two records match, so
that pairs with higher overall scores indicate a better match than pairs with
lower scores. Two user-written Stata commands for probabilistic linking
exist (reclink and reclink2), but they do not scale efficiently. dtalink
is a new program that offers streamlined probabilistic linking methods
implemented in parallelized Mata code. Significant improvements in speed
make it practical to implement probabilistic linking methods on large,
administrative data files (files with many rows or matching variables), and
new features offer more flexible scoring and many-to-many matching
techniques. This presentation introduces dtalink, discusses useful tips
and tricks, and presents an example of linking data from Medicaid and birth
certificates.
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Background
• Stata users often need to:
– Link records from two (or more) data files
– Find duplicates within data files

• These two (related) problems date back to the very
first computers
– merge-sort algorithm invented by von Neumann in 1945
(Knuth 1987)
– Precursors in the days before computers

• The era of “big data”
– Ubiquitous applications bringing together data from disparate
data systems to highly useful/informative ends
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Data Linking
• Bring together separate pieces of information
concerning a particular case

– A case could be a person, a family, an event, a business, a
location, or something else
– Two (or more) input data files have one linking variable (or
more) in common

• Match each case in File A with the corresponding
case in File B

– Final data stored in “long” or “wide” format (see reshape)
– Essentially assigns a case identification (ID) number

• Goal
– Identify all the cases (high sensitivity)
– Do not inadvertently link two separate cases (high specificity)
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Example: Before Linking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

firstname

lastname

dob

ssn

Jane
Amy
Mary
Amy
Elizabeth
Catherine
Maria
Jane

Johnson
Miller
Smith
Miller
Jones
Johnson
Sanchez
Doe

05/05/1985
11/25/1985
02/08/1985
08/05/2000
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
01/05/1985

1000000005
1000000006
1000000001
1000000007
1000000003
1000000002

File B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Firstname
Jane
Mary
Katie
Maria
Jane
Anne

File A

1000000000
lastname
Doe
Smoth
Jonson
Jones
Sanchez-Martinez
Johnson
Miller
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dob
01/06/1985
02/07/1985
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
05/05/1985
05/01/1980

ssn
1000000000
1000000002
1000000003
1000000004
1000000005
2000000007

Example: After Linking (Long Format)

Matched

Not
matched

_matchID fileid firstname lastname

dob

1

A

Jane

Doe

01/05/1985 1000000000

1

B

Jane

Doe

01/06/1985 1000000000

2

A

Mary

Smith

02/07/1985 1000000001

2

B

Mary

Smoth

02/08/1985

3

A

Catherine Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000002

3

B

Katie

Jonson

05/05/1985 1000000002

4

A

Elizabeth

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

4

B

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

5

A

Maria

Sanchez

01/01/1983

5

B

Maria

Sanchez-Martinez 01/01/1983 1000000004

6

A

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

6

B

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

A

Amy

Miller

08/05/2000 1000000007

A

Amy

Miller

11/25/1985 1000000006

B

Anne

Miller

05/01/1980 2000000007
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Ssn

Deduplication
• Identify multiple instances of the same case in a data
file
– One input file (instead of two)

• Highly related to data linking
– “Linking a data file to itself”
– Prevent row i from being linked to row i
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Example: Before Deduplicating
firstname lastname

dob

ssn

Jane

Doe

01/05/1985 1000000000

Mary

Smith

02/08/1985 1000000001

Catherine Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000002

Katie

Jonson

05/05/1985 1000000002

Elizabeth

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

Maria

Sanchez

01/01/1983

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

Amy

Miller

08/05/2000 1000000007

Amy

Miller

11/25/1985 1000000006

Anne

Miller

05/01/1980 2000000007

Jane

Doe

01/06/1985 1000000000

Maria

Sanchez-Martinez 01/01/1983 1000000004

Mary

Smoth

02/07/1985

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003
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Example: After Deduplicating

Deduplicated

_matchID firstname lastname

dob

1

Jane

Doe

01/05/1985 1000000000

1

Jane

Doe

01/06/1985 1000000000

2

Mary

Smith

02/08/1985 1000000001

2

Mary

Smoth

02/07/1985

3

Catherine Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000002

3

Katie

Jonson

05/05/1985 1000000002

4

Elizabeth

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003
01/01/1983

4

No duplicates
found

ssn

5

Maria

Sanchez

5

Maria

Sanchez-Martinez 01/01/1983 1000000004

6

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

6

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

Amy

Miller

08/05/2000 1000000007

Amy

Miller

11/25/1985 1000000006

Anne

Miller

05/01/1980 2000000007
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Stata’s Built-In Commands
• Stata has built-in commands for data linking and
deduplication

– The by: prefix, duplicates, merge, and joinby

• Straightforward and efficient
• Only works for data file(s) with reliable or unique
identifiers

• Need an approach for the (common) situation where

the file(s) do not contain reliable or unique identifiers
– Example:
• Names that are inconsistently spelled
• Dates of birth with typos or missing data
• Addresses and phone numbers that change over time
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Deterministic Linking Methods
• Conducted in multiple rounds
– In the first round
• Linking is conducted using all (or most of) the linking variables.
• If two records have the same data elements for all the linking variables,
the records are identified
• Matched records are set aside

– The next round begins
• Include all remaining records
• Use a different combination of linking variables

– Weaker matching criteria are used in each round

• Match quality depends on the number of rounds and
variables used in each round
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Pros and Cons of Deterministic Linking
• Pros
– Easy to understand and conduct
– Uses Stata’s built-in commands
– Valid and fast if direct identifiers are available

• Cons
– Analyst arbitrarily sorts matching criteria from “strongest” to
“weakest”
– Typically developed through naive trial and error
• Labor intensive
• Prone to mistakes

– Order of the rounds affects which records get matched
• Analyst must try different orderings
• This rarely happens in practice

– False matches receive little attention
– Explicit rules needed to handle missing data
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Probabilistic Linking Methods
• Ideas are around 60 years old
– Newcombe et al. 1959
– Fellegi and Sunter 1969

• Typically applied when there is no common
unique identifier

• Core approach
– Consider linking every potential pair of records
– Compare matching variables for each potential pair
– Score each potential pair of records on the
probability that the two records match
– Pairs with higher scores have higher probabilities of
being a true match than do pairs with lower scores
•
•
•

Keep matches with high scores
Ignore the matches with low scores
Matches with scores in the middle can be manually reviewed

• Various extensions to this core approach
• Multiple software implementations
• Naturally handles missing data
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Example: Probabilistic Data Linking (1)
• Every row in file A is compared to every row in file B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

firstname
Jane
Amy
Mary
Amy
Elizabeth
Catherine
Maria
Jane

lastname
Johnson
Miller
Smith
Miller
Jones
Johnson
Sanchez
Doe

dob
05/05/1985
11/25/1985
02/08/1985
08/05/2000
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
01/05/1985

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

firstname
Jane
Mary
Katie
Maria
Jane
Anne

ssn
1000000005
1000000006
1000000001
1000000007
1000000003
1000000002
1000000000
lastname
Doe
Smoth
Jonson
Jones
Sanchez-Martinez
Johnson
Miller
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dob
01/06/1985
02/07/1985
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
05/05/1985
05/01/1980

ssn
1000000000
1000000002
1000000003
1000000004
1000000005
2000000007

Example: Probabilistic Data Linking (2)
• User chooses matching variables and calipers
• Every matching variable is assigned positive and negative weights
for matches and non-matches, respectively

Weight applied if variable
matches
Weight applied if variable
does not match
Weight applied if data are
missing

Definition of a “match”

firstname

lastname

dob

ssn

+5

+7

+8

+15

-3

-3

-2

-5

0

0

0

0

Exact
match

Exact
match

Within 2
days

Exact
match
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Example: Probabilistic Data Linking (3)
• Each potential pair is scored using sum of the weights
• Pairs with higher overall scores indicate a better match than
pairs with lower scores

3

firstname
Mary

lastname
Smith

Match
+5

dob
02/08/1985

No match
-3

2

firstname
Mary

ssn
1000000001

≤2 days
+8

lastname
Smoth

16

Missing
+0

dob
02/07/1985

= +10

ssn

Example: Probabilistic Data Linking (4)
• Compare scores across all potential matched pairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

firstname
Jane
Amy
Mary
Amy
Elizabeth
Catherine
Maria
Jane

lastname
Johnson
Miller
Smith
Miller
Jones
Johnson
Sanchez
Doe

dob
05/05/1985
11/25/1985
02/08/1985
08/05/2000
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
01/05/1985
Score
-13
+10
-13
-10
-13
-13
-13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ssn
1000000005
1000000006
1000000001
1000000007
1000000003
1000000002
1000000000

firstname
Jane
Mary
Katie
Maria
Jane
Anne
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lastname
Doe
Smoth
Jonson
Jones
Sanchez-Martinez
Johnson
Miller

dob
01/06/1985
02/07/1985
05/05/1985
05/05/1985
01/01/1983
05/05/1985
05/01/1980

ssn
1000000000

1000000002
1000000003
1000000004
1000000005
2000000007

Example: Probabilistic Data Linking (5)
• Keep matched pairs with high scores, assign pair IDs
Matched

Not
matched

_matchID _score fileid firstname lastname

dob

1

25.00

A

Jane

Doe

01/05/1985 1000000000

1

25.00

B

Jane

Doe

01/06/1985 1000000000

2

10.00

A

Mary

Smith

02/08/1985 1000000001

2

10.00

B

Mary

Smoth

02/07/1985

3

17.00

A

Catherine Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000002

3

17.00

B

Katie

Jonson

05/05/1985 1000000002

4

30.00

A

Elizabeth

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

4

30.00

B

Jones

05/05/1985 1000000003

5

10.00

A

Maria

Sanchez

01/01/1983

5

10.00

B

Maria

Sanchez-Martinez 01/01/1983 1000000004

6

35.00

A

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

6

35.00

B

Jane

Johnson

05/05/1985 1000000005

A

Amy

Miller

08/05/2000 1000000007

A

Amy

Miller

11/25/1985 1000000006

B

Anne

Miller

05/01/1980 2000000007
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Ssn

dtalink
A New Package for Stata
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Other Probabilistic Linking Packages
• Stata
– reclink and reclink2
• Do not scale efficiently (not well-parallelized)
• Crash with many matching variables
• Embedded features (for example, complex string comparisons) add to runtimes or
have limited flexibility (for example, specification of blocking variables)

• Point-and-click software
– Link Plus, LinkageWIZ, and Link King
•
•
•
•

Not programmable
Strict limits on file sizes (rows and/or columns)
Required variables or features specific to certain variable types (for example, names)
Special features add to runtimes (for example, string comparisons, specification of
blocking variables)

• Other languages
– RecordLinkage (R)
• Sophisticated, but stores all potential pairs in memory

– FastLink (R)
– FEBRL and Python Record Linkage Toolkit (Python)
20

Goals for dtalink and Approach Taken
Goals

Programming approach

• Stata implementation of probabilistic

• Object-oriented programming (class) in

matching methods

Mata

– Data linking
– Deduplication

– Stata (.ado) wrapper command

• Memory efficient “hot” loops

• Generic: Works with any data file
• Fast, even with large data files

– Data are not copied inside class
functions

• Two distance measures

– Non-matches are not stored

– Exact matching
– Caliper matching

• Highly parallelized
– Mata colon operators

• Several new pre- and post-processing
options

• “No frills”

– Many-to-many matching techniques
– Multiple rows per case
– Estimate matching weights

– No unnecessary computations in
program’s kernel
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dtalink Is Faster with Many Records
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dtalink Is Faster with Many Matching Variables
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Syntax
Deduplication:
. dtalink dspecs [if] [in] [, options]

Data linking:
. dtalink dspecs [if] [in] using filename [, options]
. dtalink dspecs [if] [in], source(varname) [options]

where
–
–
–
–
–
–

dspecs = dspec [ dspec [ dspec [...]]]
dspec = varname #1 #2 [#3]
varname is a matching variable
#1 is the weight applied for a match (positive)
#2 is the weight applied for a non-match (negative)
#3 is the caliper for distance matching (≥ 0)
• #3 is optional and is only allowed with numeric variables
• Exact matching is used if #3 is not specified)
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Examples from Above
• Deduplication
. dtalink firstname 5 -3 lastname 7 -3 dob 8 -2 ssn 15 -5, ///
cutoff(3)

• Data linking (syntax 1)
. dtalink firstname 5 -3 lastname 7 -3 dob 8 -2 ssn 15 -5 ///
using myfilename.dta, cutoff(3)

• Data linking (syntax 2)
. append using myfilename.dta, gen(sourcevar)

. dtalink firstname 5 -3 lastname 7 -3 dob 8 -2 ssn 15 -5, ///
cutoff(3) source(sourcevar)
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Key Options
• cutoff(#)
– Specifies the minimum score required to keep a potential matched pair

• id(varname)
– Provides a variable to identify unique case
– Each case may have more than one record (row)
• Cases scored using the two best-matching records

– Example: Administrative files with more than one row per person

• block(blocklist)
– Limits comparisons to records that match on at least one “blocking
variable”
• Blocking variables can be matching variables, and vice versa

– Significantly reduces runtimes
• Without blocking, probabilistic matching can be computationally intensive (billions of
pairs assessed)

– Users can avoid missed matched pairs by blocking data multiple times
using different variables (or combinations of variables)
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Linking Is Faster with Blocking
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Additional Options
• bestmatch and srcbestmatch(0|1)
– Enables 1:1, 1:M, or M:1 matching
– Example:
• Match individuals’ records across two files (1:1 matching)
• Match children in one file to mothers in a second file (M:1 matching)

• combinesets
– Combines matched sets
– Most useful when deduplicating files
• For example, when one person appears three or more times

• calcweights
– Tracks the percentage of times a variable matches, separately for
potential match pairs above and below the cutoff
– Uses these percentages to compute recommended weights (for
the next run)
– Increases runtimes
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Tips and Tricks for Using dtalink
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Tip #1: Preprocessing Data
• The most important step is preparing data for linkage
(Herzog et al. 2007)

• Easy data cleaning steps can greatly improve results
– Convert strings to upper (or lower) case
• See . help string functions in Stata

– Split dates and addresses into subcomponents
• See . help datetime functions in Stata
• stnd_address (reclink2 package)

– Standardize abbreviations and other values
• “Street” versus “St.”, “Ohio” versus “OH”
• stnd_* commands (reclink2 package)

– Remove or standardize punctuation
• regexr() function in Stata

– Use phonetic algorithms to code names
• soundex() function in Stata, nysiis package
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Example: Phonetic Algorithms
. nysiis name, generate(name_nysiis)
. dtalink name 7 0 name_nysiis 3 -2
+10
+3
-2

if records have the same name (+7)
and therefore have the same NYIIS code (+3)
if records have the same NYIIS code (+3)
but don't have the same name (0)
if records don't have the same NYIIS code (-2)
and therefore don't have the same name (0)
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Tip #2: Getting Weights and Cutoffs
• Weights
– Reflect the probability a variable matches for true versus false matches
• Higher for linking variables with more specificity (like SSN)
• Lower for variables with less specificity (like city or age)

– Estimate using a training data file and the calcweights option
• Without training data, consider using a good linking variable (like SSN) and the
calcweights option to obtain recommended weights for the remaining matching variables

– Could estimate using advanced predictive analytic techniques

• Cutoffs
– Consider hypothetical cases
• “What if records match on SSN and date of birth, but nothing else?”

– Start with a low cutoff, review, and delete pairs if a higher cutoff is needed

• With well-calibrated weights, a good cutoff would have only a few
matched pairs near it, with a mix of “good” and “bad” matches

• No universal best approach
– Users need to weigh inherent trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity
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Tip #3: Vary Weights for Rare Values
or Closer Matches

• Advanced methods
– Assign partial weight in cases where a variable matches closely,
but not exactly
– “Bonus” weights when multiple variables match
– Assign partial weight for strings that are slightly different
(Winkler 1990)
– Account for relative frequencies within a variable (Jaro 1995)
• “Kranker” versus “Smith”
• Small versus large ZIP codes

• These techniques were not built into dtalink directly
– Not all users would have wanted the feature, given the increased
computational burden

• But similar results can be achieved with clever use of
available options

– See examples in dtalink documentation
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Example: Weights for a Matching Variable Vary
. bysort name: gen name_count = _N
. clonevar rare_name = name if name_count<=50
. dtalink name 7 -5 rare_name 3 -2
+10/-7
+7/-5

for matches/nonmatches on "rare" names (< 50 rows in file)
for matches/nonmatches on "common" names

. dtalink date 5 0 date 3 0 7 date 2 -6 30
+10
+5
+2
-6

if date matches exactly (5+3+2)
if date matches within 1 to 7 days (0+3+2)
if date matches within 8 to 30 days (0+0+2)
if date does not match within 30 days (0+0-2)

. dtalink date 5 0 month 3 0 year 2 -6
+10
+5
+2
-6

if date matches exactly (5+3+2)
if date month and year match, but not day (0+3+2)
if year matches, but not month or day (0+0+2)
if date does not match (0+0-6)
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Linking Medicaid/CHIP Administrative
Data with Vital Records Data (Birth
Certificates) for Mothers and Infants
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Overview of the Process
Mothers’
Medicaid/CHIP
Eligibility Files

Mothers’
Medicaid/CHIP
Claims Files

Infants’
Medicaid/CHIP
Eligibility Files

Infants’
Medicaid/CHIP
Claims Files

Deduplicate
Medicaid/CHIP IDs

Deduplicate
Medicaid/CHIP IDs

Prepare and Clean
Data

Prepare and Clean
Data

Link Mothers’ and
Infants’
Medicaid/CHIP
Records

Link
Medicaid/CHIP and
Vital Records Files

36

Vital
Records Files

Prepare and Clean
Data

Illustrative Matching Variables and Weights
15
Positive score awarded if field matches

10

Weight

5
0
-5
-10
Negative penalty awarded if field does not match
-15
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Scale of Linking Medicaid to Vital Records Data
in One Medium-Sized State

• Matching mother-infant dyads to vital records
–
–
–
–
–

360,000 birth certificates
1.6 million records in Medicaid files
4 dozen matching variables
Multiple blocking variables with large blocks
Approximately 15 hours to run

• Repeat with unmatched mothers and unmatched
infants
– Smaller files
– Create new mother-infant dyads when a mother and infant are
linked to the same birth certificate
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